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A Yamaha Moto-4 YFM repair manual is a book containing essential information and
step-by-step instructions needed to accomplish a complete repair job of a Yamaha Moto It also
contains comprehensive illustrations with images and diagrams. A well-designed repair manual
may aid in performing effective troubleshooting of an ATV. Yamaha Moto-4s gained immense
popularity for its versatile use in extreme situations. To keep it functioning for the long run,
regular servicing, repair, and maintenance is a must. For easing this process, a Yamaha Moto-4
manual is designed to give every point of repairing process in a very comprehensive way. A
Yamaha Moto-4 repair manual helps in keeping the 4-wheeler in perfect running condition for
years. But, the presentation style and content varies from manufacturer to manufacturer. For a
certain manufacturer like Yamaha, there may be several models of Moto A repair manual may be
applicable for single or multiple models. There are several types of Yamaha Moto-four repair
manuals. It describes the servicing, maintenance and repairing of different components like
engine, chassis, tires etc. It also emphasized on safety issue especially. Repair manuals contain
easy to understand step-by-step instructions with colored diagrams. It also guides to
troubleshoot in a more advanced way. This manual empowers the user having a little
mechanical knowledge to detect problems prior to taking assistance from experts. It shows the
troubleshooting process through photographs, diagrams, and illustrations. It is provided with
every ATV during its purchase and it guides the users about scheduled maintenance, basic
controls, and some very common but essential specifications. During usage of this off-road
vehicle, the necessity of regular repair and maintenance arises. A well-designed repair manual
gives specific guidance to users for performing these actions in an appropriate and effective
way. Most Yamaha Moto-4 repair manuals are available with sufficient images, diagrams, and
writings. They represent the complex processes of troubleshooting of an ATV in a simple way
so that anyone with some technical knowledge can do required repairing work following them. It
is difficult for a person to realize the functioning mechanism of an ATV without a manual. Before
going to start repairing following a repair manual is a must. Otherwise, you may not be able to
perform the troubleshooting properly. Sometimes, it may lead you to a dead end or a severe
casualty to your beloved ATV. Besides this, a repair work as per the guidance of the manual
increases the durability and helps regain the lost efficiency. Extend your hand to collect the
appropriate repair manual for your Yamaha Moto-4 off-road vehicle for the assurance of best
performance, extended lifetime and maximized efficiency. News Ticker. Be the first to comment
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â€” the Yamaha Moto The launch of this vehicle triggered the shift from three-wheel to
four-wheel ATV design â€” and manufacturers worldwide followed suit. The four-wheeler was
great news for farmers, hunting groups, and average consumers. The Yamaha Moto 4 marked
the beginning of all-terrain vehicles. It had a cc engine, an electric starter, an automatic
transmission, a reverse gear, and a snorkel air intake. It also minimized off-roading hazards and
made rides more enjoyable with its four-wheel design. The introduction of the Yamaha Moto 4 in
occurred when the ATC or three-wheel design dominated the all-terrain scene. Back then, ATCs
or all-terrain cycles already had powerful engines but were not the safest or most stable to ride
over uneven terrain. A reverse gear, which helped during deceleration, gave the Moto 4
excellent maneuverability on rough terrain. Front and rear racks offered more storage and
towing capabilities, making it ideal for both recreation and utility purposes. And riders enjoyed
a more stable and safer riding experience. Yamaha produced three other engine displacement
versions for the Moto 4, namely: the Yamaha Moto 4 , , and â€” these new versions came with
manual transmission and 4WD options. Although the Yamaha YFM started the Moto 4 series, its
sibling Yamaha Moto-4 became the designated Moto-4 model from the time it hit full production
in until Fitted with a bigger cc engine, this sport ATV was designed for strong midrange pulling
capabilities and serious mudding and riding in shallow water. Most of the ATVs found in these
auctions have minor repairs needed for the sprayer tank, electric pump, and push-button start
switch or battery replacement. But there are a few requiring complete tire and parts replacement
and bodywork due to the four-wheeler being in poor condition. Some of these ATVs sell cheap
as they have sat for a while, with engines no longer starting or running. Some require little to no
repairs but do not have titles. Others with titles or front and rear cargo and snowplow
attachments are more expensive, even if they have an older model year. Since most if not all
Yamaha Moto 4 purchases are secondhand, expect alterations from minor repairs to full
rebuilds. The condition and model year of your workhorse and whether the previous owner took
care of it or not entirely dictates the extent of what needs to be changed or replaced in your
quad. Below are some common things that need to be looked into when buying a used Moto It is
also worth inspecting other aspects of your four-wheeler like handlebars, electrical
components, ATV seat, and lighting. Luckily, there are a ton of online resellers and aftermarket
dealers out there that provide your much-needed parts. I highly recommend that you do your
research, too. Who knows? You might end up scoring cheaper but higher quality Moto 4 parts
from less-known even local sources. This four-part video by Sunnyslope Homestead sums up
all the fundamental checks you need to do on a pre-loved Moto 4. I chose to show the last two
videos as they contain the finishing touches done on the four-wheeler. The reviewer ends all his
hard work with a celebratory test drive at the end of the last video. Putting your Yamaha Moto-4
vehicle in reverse requires a few easy steps. Initially, you have to shift into the first gear, grasp
the H-L-R lever, push the button on the bottom in, and pull it back at once. Performing these
simple steps put your Yamaha Moto-4 in reverse. In other instances, you may need to make

adjustments in the linkage of the shift lever to put your vehicle in reverse. Check that the
parking brake is pushed far enough and is not jammed. Note that greasing in the shifter and
brake is critical for the efficient functioning of your Moto After doing a rebuild on your Moto 4,
the next thing is proper maintenance. Maintenance is crucial for enjoying your quad in the
coming years. Not only are these the best procedures to follow for preventing further wear and
tear, but Moto 4 servicing when it comes to steering and breaking power transmission systems
may also slightly differ from other vehicles. On top of what you already know, here are
additional recommendations on how to care for this workhorse properly:. Identifying the
specific model is, in general, one of the more frequently asked questions about the Moto 4 and
Yamaha ATV models. And for a good reason, as it helps consumers buy the correct parts and
accessories for their quad and do the right kind of repairs. There are two ways to do it â€” by
decoding the VIN and deciphering the model code designation. The VIN is a standard vehicle
identification numbering system that helps identify the manufacturer, design, engine type, and
the year of make. It consists of a digit alphanumeric code unique to every vehicle. For easy
decoding, you can feed the entire digit code online on the Yamaha VIN decoder website. All
Moto-4 models have this code marked on the frame near the left footpeg when seated on the
ATV. However, this specific location may change from year to year. Other areas where you can
find the VIN are between the engine and the A-arm, on the neck of the frame close to the
triple-tree, or slightly forward on the front-left footpeg. Cleaning the frame with a wire brush will
help make the VIN more visible. It has the second-largest motorcycle sales in the world and is
the leader in water vehicle sales. Aside from successfully managing its global operations, it also
participates in the development of tourist businesses, recreational and leisure facilities, and
services. Yamaha is world-renowned for its well-engineered cruiser and off-road motorcycles,
multipurpose engines, intelligent machinery, snowmobiles, and other motorized products and is
the maker of Yamaha Moto 4. For the novice rider, this brute is a fantastic beginner quad. It is a
perfect starting point for the experienced mechanic to build a buggy or practice on rebuilding.
But for the company that manufactured it, the Yamaha Moto 4 is what has put them on the map
of ATV history. For both Yamaha engineers and its current owners, the Moto 4 is a prized
vehicle meant for enjoyment and embodies innovation. No wonder that this little truck continues
to stick around â€” and will probably do so for a very long time. Synonymous with hard work,
the Kawasaki Mule has come a long way from its 1,class predecessor. This multi-functional
quad is no longer just for agricultural applications. Through the years, This wheeler was Polaris'
Skip to content. The engine is forward-inclined with a displacement of cubic centimeters. A
Mikuni carburetor handles the air-fuel mixture with a compression ratio of 8. Fuel tank capacity
is 2. It has a two-wheel drive with a maximum power output of The later versions from cc to cc
come with manual transmission and 4WD options. Front wheels allow 2. The rear suspension
utilizes a swing arm monocross with a steel finish. Width is The vehicle wheelbase is The seat
height is It comes equipped with a watt bulb headlight and a 7. Below are some common things
that need to be looked into when buying a used Moto 4: Carburetor. Although the Mikuni
carburetor is an excellent piece of work that can withstand years of use, it is always good to
check this and see if it needs cleaning or replacement. Used four-wheelers typically have a lot
of gunk and sludge in their oil when you drain them. Be keen on checking the condition of the
oil filter, too, as Moto 4 has a mesh-type oil filter, not the paper one. In some cases, the mesh of
the oil filter deteriorates over time, and the metal shavings can mix with the oil, which is not
suitable for your Moto. Inspect all the nuts and bolts and see if anything is loose. Include the
kingpins, wheel bearings, and rigs as faulty ones may cause your Yamaha Moto 4 parts to come
loose, or your wheels to be wobbly and unstable. If everything is in perfect shape, make sure to
label them carefully when you disassemble your four-wheeler when rebuilding or cleaning it.
Check on the A-Arms or rear swingarms to see if they are bent and need replacement. You
might also need to replace the shocks of your bike. As a new owner of a secondhand Moto, you
can prep the plastic of your quad in numerous ways. If the exterior is already a bit worn out, you
can spray paint the plastic to a hue and design that you like. But if the plastic is not that badly
corroded, you can either put decal stickers on it or do the heat gun trick. Using a heat gun
evens out any bumps on the plastic that may develop over time, making the look of your quad
more polished and close to reasonably new. Other Things to Check It is also worth inspecting
other aspects of your four-wheeler like handlebars, electrical components, ATV seat, and
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